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Baggage: size and weight restrictions - LOT

LOT

If you are planning to travel with LOT airlines, your admissible hand baggage might be

dependent from your chosen class. The dimensions of hand baggage in LOT are always the

same, but the weight and number of pieces may vary.

The case is similar with baggage checked in at LOT. The weight of hold baggage is also

dependent from the class of travel. Excess baggage is paid extra in LOT as per the table below.

Hand baggage in LOT

LOT Economy
Simple

LOT
Economy
Class

LOT Premium Economy
LOT
Business
Class

luggage included in the

ticket price
YES

maximum dimensions 55 x 40 x 23 cm

maximum weight and number of pieces

international �ights 1x8 kg 2x9 kg

intercontinental �ights not applicable 1x8 kg

2 pieces of baggage, one

max. 8 kg, total max. 12

kg

2x9 kg

The passenger can also take a women’s or men’s bag or a laptop (max. 2kg, dimensions 40 x 35 x

12 cm).

Attention! Baggage dimensions also include elements such as: protruding handles, holders,

wheels, etc.

Do you want to �t everything in your hand baggage? Check what you can bring on board the

aircraft!

Checked baggage in LOT
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LOT
Economy
Simple

LOT
Economy
Saver

LOT
Economy
Class

LOT
Premium
Economy

LOT
Business
Class

domestic �ights 0 kg* 0 kg* 1x23 kg not applicable

international �ights

(Europe, North Africa,

Middle East)

0 kg* 0 kg* 1x23 kg 2x23 kg 2x32 kg

intercontinental �ights (to

Tokyo from outside Poland;

route Toronto - Belgrade)

not

applicable

2x23 kg

3x32 kg
intercontinental �ights (to

Beijing)

intercontinental �ights

(USA, Canada, Japan,

Kazakhstan, South Korea)

1x23 kg 2x 23 kg

* The �rst item of checked baggage at a reduced price can be bought and paid at any time

before departure, the price is: 110 PLN / 25 EUR/ 40 CAD/ 30 USD/ 3300 JPY/ 33000 KRW per

destination. For domestic �ights, an additional 8% VAT is added.

Excess baggage

domestic �ights international �ights intercontinental �ights

additional baggage - an additional item not included in the ticket price

1x23 kg, 158 cm 195* EUR 325 EUR 500 EUR

1x23-32 kg, 158 cm

370* EUR 630 EUR 955 EUR

1x23 kg, > 158 cm

1x23-32 kg, > 158 cm 540* EUR 930 EUR 1400 EUR
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domestic �ights international �ights intercontinental �ights

oversized luggage - exceeding the weight or dimensions of luggage included in the price

23-32 kg, 158 cm

195* EUR 325 EUR 500 EUR

1x23 kg, > 158 cm

23-32 kg, > 158 cm 370* EUR 630 EUR 955 EUR

* For domestic �ights, an additional 8% VAT is charged
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